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Bubble Soccer, Fall
Fest, Retro Hoodies:
Spirit Week 2019
BY Sam Tarter and
Carter Spence
STAFF, REPORTER		

W

ith dress-down days,
tailgates,
sporting
events, and a pep rally, the
StuCo organized SLUH Spirit
Week is set to kick off next
Monday, to generate hype for
the upcoming sporting events
and promote unity at St. Louis U. High.
The highly anticipated
Spirit Week features a diverse
slate of themes and activities.
“This year we tried to
bring back some old favorites
and infuse it with new ideas
that we think people would
really like,” said StuCo President PJ Butler.
On Monday, the dress
theme is retro Challenge
Cup hoodies. While Butler
says he has not seen a hoodie
dated prior to 2012, he hopes
to spark some competition
among the school. A reward
will be given to the person
with the oldest hoodie.
During activity period
that day, Student vs. Teacher
basketball will make its return. A group of seniors will
represent the students, and
Butler says recruiting for
teachers is deep in the works.
On Tuesday, the dress
theme will be monochromatic, meaning to dress in one
specific color. The activity for
the day is bubble soccer dur-

ing activity period, which has
been a hit in previous years.
Wednesday will feature a
variety of activities and clubs
in the commons during activity period for “Commons
Club Fest,” where popular
clubs at SLUH will be on display and engaging with the
student body.
“We want to find ways
to involve different people in
the activities we plan,” Butler
said. “We want to cater to the
desires of the student body
and have something for everybody.”
“A lot of the Spirit
Weeks in the past have been
really focused on sporting
events, which is great, since
a lot of school spirit is generated from sports. But I think
school spirit is about more
than just sporting events, so
getting other clubs involved is
very important. Making every
student feel welcomed during
Spirit Week is the ultimate
goal,” said StuCo moderator
Bradley Mueller.
The dress theme for
Wednesday will be centered
on holidays. The seniors will
wear Christmas attire, the
juniors will wear Halloween
clothes, the sophomores will
wear July 4 spirit wear, and
the freshmen are slated to
wear St. Patrick’s Day themed
clothes.

F

rom the time that they
are children, almost every athlete dreams of having
the eyes of a packed arena on
them. For high school senior
Jordan Smith, this attention
is sometimes unwanted, and
it’s not because of stage fright.
It’s because the attention is
not because of a strong performance as a state-winning
team, but because he is one
of only two black students on
the team.

Food Drive brings in supplies,
money for Freshman Service

Athletics are an essential part of attending SLUH.
Last year, we had seven state
winning teams and a multitude of other notable playoff
performances. Athletics play
a major role in determining
friend groups, creating opportunities for students to
be more involved outside of
the school day, and are the
subject of countless conversations at school. Most students
are, in some way, connected
to athletic pursuits while at-
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A student organizing canned goods yesterday after school.
BY Ben Klevorn and
Carter Fortman

NEWS EDITOR, REPORTER

S

food drive leader and Campus Minister Stephen Deves.
“It’s fun to compete against
each other, it’s fun to get that
going, but at the same time,
in the end, that’s not what it’s
about and we know that. We
know that the true beauty
is bringing in all the money
and food that gets to benefit
people.”
The Food Drive is usually held in September, but
last year it was combined with
Mission Week in February. As
a result, Campus Ministry is
still using some of that food—

continued on page 4

Spirit Week 2019 Calendar
Monday

Dress Theme:
Retro Challenge

Tuesday

Dress Theme:
Monochromatic

Wednesday

Students vs.
Teachers
Basketball Game

Bubble Soccer

Commons
ClubFest.
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College reps from Notre Dame
and Wake Forest talk selective
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emergency shelter.
Campus Ministry offered
incentives for the winning
classes and homerooms. The
freshmen, who brought in
6,200 points, received a dress
down day today, while the
winning homerooms for each
class will receive free doughnuts or bagels on a future
day in homeroom. Because
freshman homeroom M109
brought in the most points of
any homeroom, they will receive a pizza party courtesy of
Campus Ministry.
“I think we all like a little
healthy competition,” said

Thursday

Dress Theme:
HoliDay

Friday

Dress Theme:
Jerseys

Dress Theme:
Spirit Week

Fun in the Field house

Fall Pep Rally
Fall Fest after school

continued on page 3

news

Equity and
Inclusion
Committee
formed at
board level
BY Johno Jackson and
Nathan Rich

t. Louis U. High wrapped
up another successful
Food Drive yesterday, bringing in $9,268 and 1,389 food
items—good for a total of
19,961 points—to help fight
local food insecurity.
The Food Drive is an annual event held to raise funds
and stockpile food for use
in Campus Ministry’s freshman service programs, which
help to feed those in need at
Garfield Place (Formerly Safe
continued on page 4 Haven) and St. Peter and Paul

Implicit bias: Athletes
of color talk about how
they are seen
BY Blake Obert
SPORTS EDITOR
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ahead to rest of CBC tournament
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Cross Country
Across the pavement, SLUH XC
fights through the heat and dashes to a top 3 finish. Page 6
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Swim and Dive
Riding the record-setting wave,
SLUH swim and dive dominates
at Marquette Relays. Page 7
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National Merit Semifinalists
Eleven students earn national
recognition. Page 5

rom aesthetics to sustainability to historical preservation, St. Louis U. High’s
list of committees is as extensive as it is essential for the
operation of the school. The
newest addition to the litany
of committees is a permanent
board-level Equity and Inclusion Committee, created to
promote the mission of St.
Louis U. High in the context
of equity and diversity issues.
The committee is chaired
by Dr. Jason Purnell, ’95, who
has had a presence at SLUH
for years and serves on the
board of trustees.
To Purnell, this committee is like any other boardlevel committee, and he’s advocated for the same resource
allocation and attention for
this committee as any other
major initiative.
“I’m gratified by the willingness of the board of trustees to commit this kind of
organizational structure and
resources that will be necessary for this to be meaningful
work,” said Purnell. “I’m also
very gratified by the response
we’ve had by committee
members. We’re going to hit
the ground running.”
The committee’s creation
was the result of consensus
among board members that it
was needed. Purnell describes
the committee as inclusive of
a broad cross-section of the
board. It also includes parents
and faculty members. Four of
the committee members are
African American and four
are women.
Many committees addressing issues that overlap
with the board level Equity
and Inclusion Committee exist, such as the committee of
affinity group leaders and the
staff level Equity and Inclusion Committee. A boardlevel committee is unique because it ensures a consistent
presence of equity and inclusion issues and discussion at

continued on page 4
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Selective Sunday:
AP GoPo explores Judicial System at Thomas
reps prep students for F. Eagleton U.S. Federal Courthouse
admissions draft
Braden Kramer and
Courts of Appeals operates, the live sentencing.
and real families here in the
Bob Devoll
completed a guided activity
“It was a very eye-open- community,” said Becvar.
Notre Dame,
about significant landmark ing experience,” said senior
Overall, students beP American Politics cases, and watched a live sen- Michael Gordon. “It was very lieved it to be a positive and
Wake Forest reps
students witnessed the tencing unfold.
A
revealing of the true nature of informative experience that
American justice system first“My personal favorite the system and how justice is offered a unique way to learn
lead session
hand through last Tuesday’s (moment) was going up to served on an individual level.” about the judicial system.
BY

STAFF, REPORTER		

BY Harrison Petty and
Roman Ortiz
STAFF, REPORTER		

R

epresentatives
from
two selective universities—Notre Dame and Wake
Forest—educated a packed
theater Sunday night about
what it takes to be admitted
to a highly selective school.
The event, titled “Selective Sunday,” has been run
by the College Counseling
Department for the past
three years and provides
students with a glimpse into
the world of highly selective
admissions.
The college application
process can be filled with
chaos and confusion. Students often find themselves
juggling deadlines and interviews, trying to find the
school right for them. Selective Sunday was created to
ease this stress by answering questions students and
parents might have about
selective colleges.
“We actually cherrypicked two college representatives who we thought
really knew their stuff,”
said college counselor Kate
Kindbom. “It was great to
have two reps from two fantastic colleges.”
Attended by several
hundred students and parents, the event focused on
advice from the Notre Dame
and Wake Forest representatives, as well as an audience question and answer
session. Director of College
Counseling Kevin Crimmins began the event by
asking both representatives
a series of common questions regarding the admissions process: ranged topics
from test scores to letters of

recommendation. Finally,
the question and answer
segment allowed SLUH students to ask questions about
the admissions process and
receive tips about writing
essays, planning ahead for
college, and making an early decision.
“If I had to change
anything about the event I
would make the question
and answer session longer,”
said Kindbom. “There were
so many great questions
from the SLUH community
and the reps had answers
for all of them.”
“It was inspiring to see
people from all steps in the
college application process
in attendance,” said StuCo
President PJ Butler. “I’ve
done a lot of research myself, but it was still nice to
hear more basic questions
being asked by those early
on in the process. It provided a nice refresher.”
This year’s event also
seeks to help form relationships between SLUH and
the colleges represented.
“We take both representatives out to a nice dinner on the hill,” said Kindbom. “In the end, our goal is
to form strong relationships
with these schools to help
students who want to apply
there in the future.”
“I was very glad that a
representative from Notre
Dame was in attendance,”
said Butler. “Many SLUH
students are interested in
what they provide. They’re
a big part of this school and
the more they know about
us the better.”

guided tour of the Thomas F.
Eagleton Federal Courthouse
in downtown St. Louis.
At the courthouse, students participated in activities meant to increase their
knowledge of the judicial system, and solidify what they

the 28th floor of the federal
courthouse and seeing one
of the best views in the city
of Saint Louis,” said senior
PJ Butler. “Once we got up
there, we were able to see the
En Banc courtroom (where
the federal court of appeals

“It was enlightening to
learn that the judge doesn’t
cast sentences based on
what he feels to be right, but
upon a set of strict rules and
guidelines,” said senior Nate
Bischoff.
The sentencing also

“I gained a lot more respect for everyone involved
in the process from the judges
to the defense lawyers to the
prosecutors. They were all
really down to earth people
dedicated to making the best
decisions in the eyes of the

AP US Government and Politics students in the 8th Circuit Court of Ap-

are learning in the classroom.
“The judicial process is
probably one of the most misunderstood and hardest governmental events to see. Just
being able to make this process more real and concrete
was the overall goal,” said history teacher Sarah Becvar.
The students’ time at the
courthouse was dedicated to
learning about different facets of the court system. In
addition to a general tour of
the courthouse, students met
with a probation officer and
federal prosecutor, heard an
in depth overview of how the

meet). To be able to see where
some of these major decisions
happen was very fascinating.
“The field trip gave me
an appreciation for how
stratified the entire judiciary
system is here in the United
States,” added Butler. “We got
a profile view on how everything works and the different
levels that are involved. We
got to hear a sentencing, from
a probation officer … we got
to see the number of different
disciplines in the judiciary.”
From these events, students generally agreed one of
the most poignant events was

showed students the human
aspect of the court system.
“We heard sides of his
defense through letters from
family and friends attesting
to his good character, about
how he is trying to rehabilitate himself, find a job, and
take classes. It was just really
interesting to see how his life
was determined in a matter of
20 minutes,” said senior Matt
Friedrichs.
“It’s wonderful that we
have the ability to witness the
judicial system up close. It
was a great reminder that this
process affects real people

twitter | @sluhjrbills

law and also on a human level
as well,” said Friedrichs.
The trip was received as
a success and may serve as a
prelude to future field trips,
as Becvar searches for future
opportunities to learn outside
of the classroom.
“I absolutely want to
continue with this trip every
year. I thought it was really
well-run and very well-organized, and I believe the students got a lot out of it,” said
Becvar.

Clavius in Belize helps build brighter future one robot at a time
BY TJ Giunta and
Jack Andrew
REPORTERS

T

he Clavius Project has
intertwined robotics and
compassion to teach kids
from St. Louis area grade
schools for the potential of
STEM education and the importance of cooperation and
teamwork for the past five
years. Over the summer, the
service organization expanded its horizons, hosting camps
at under-served schools in
Belize.
Funded by many generous donors, Clavius moderator and alum parent Jeff Pitts
expanded the program to St.
Catherine’s Academy, an allgirls school in Belize City. St.
Catherine’s and other Catholic schools in Belize have

shown interest in beginning
a sustained robotics program
through Clavius.
But to Pitts, the focus of
the organization isn’t to get as
many grade schools involved
as possible, but rather to provide necessary STEM infrastructure in communities that
are tech-dry.
“We not only serve the
young students in Belize, but
we provide opportunities for
the mentors themselves to
give back and serve others in
a very special way,” said Pitts.
Transitioning back to the
local community this fall, the
Clavius project doesn’t seek
to institutionally change their
educational approaches, but
rather hopes to expand their
already significant base of
schools.

Senior Luke Giunta, now
a student leader of the Project,
reflects on this year’s outlook.
“We just hope to expand
further and further to more
schools, especially the ones in
the lower income neighborhoods in North City, not just
further in West County,” said
Guinta.
Through the Clavius
Project, students from St.
Louis Catholic high schools
not only teach fundamental robotics to over 600 area
students, but also get to tutor
them in science and math.
For most St. Louis U. High
students, the most rewarding
part of the experience isn’t the
service hour boast, but rather
the one-on-one interactions
with the kids.
“I feel satisfied whenever

I teach a student a new process or concept—when I see a
light go off in their head. For
the boys, I kind of hope I get
them to go to SLUH,” said Giunta.
In Giunta’s eyes, Clavius
project is an invaluable experience for SLUH students—a
service opportunity that he
hopes everyone tries out.
“The Clavius Project
gives many students at SLUH
a chance to share their gifts
with the younger kids and
to help the middle schoolers
develop skills they will use in
their everyday lives,” said Giunta.
—Victor Stefanescu contrib
uted reporting
art | Jackson DuCharme
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Implicit bias shows up in stares and comments
(continued from page 1)

tending SLUH. Last year,
we had seven state winning
teams and a multitude of
other notable playoff performances. Athletics play a
major role in determining
friend groups, creating opportunities for students to
be more involved outside of
the school day, and are the
subject of countless conversations at school. Most students are, in some way, connected to athletic pursuits
while attending SLUH.
While SLUH is predominantly white and Catholic,
there is no shortage of nonwhite and non-Catholic students that attend our school.
Unfortunately, members of
these minority groups who
are also athletes, especially
those who are African American, often feel that they are
only recognized for their
athletic ability and seen as
less scholarly than the white
students.
“I had a kid come up
to me and asked me what
sport I played—football or
basketball,” said junior Zach
Stevenson. “I didn’t tell him
anything about me playing
sports, and he only asked me
if I played the predominantly
black sports. I didn’t even
want to answer him, so I just
walked away.”
Stevenson is currently
co-president of the junior
class, a President’s Ambassador, and the President of
Enrichment for the newly
created Black Student Union.
While he is a starting lineman for the varsity football
team, he does not want to be
recognized as simply a foot-

ball player.
“When I get a good
score on a test most people
just wonder how I do it. Like
‘how did Zach get a better
score than me?’,” said Stevenson. “A friend of mine
said, ‘I’m having a rough
time at school, I have As
and Bs, but I feel like I could
be doing better. Can I see
your grades?’ and I was like,
‘Why?’ and he said, ‘I just
want to boost my confidence.’
He assumed my grades were
worse than his because I’m
black. And it wasn’t just me,
he went around and asked
all the black kids to see their
grades, and he didn’t ask anybody else.”
Stevenson is not alone
in his struggle to be seen as
more than an athlete.
Smith is in the Medical
Careers Club, The Association for Cultural Enrichment
at SLUH, The Student-Teacher Association for Racial
Study, Youth in Government, and is a founder of
the Black Student Union.
He has received the David
S. Moore award for his academic achievements and the
Young Man of Distinction
award from the NAACP for
his involvement in the community and academic success
at SLUH.
Smith, despite his successful academic career, often
feels recognized only for his
athletic ability in the school
as a swimmer and member of
the water polo team, and the
worst part is that when he is
in the pool his athletic ability
is often overlooked and the
focus is instead shifted to the
fact that he is a black aquatic

sportsman.
“Being a black swimmer,
there has always been a big
issue with my race because of
the stereotype that black people can’t swim,” said Smith.
“Freshman year, when I was
placed on varsity, I could tell
some people were surprised
and multiple people asked
me about my swim background as if I wasn’t qualified
to make varsity. When I meet
people, they always assume
that sports is the only reason
why I am at SLUH and that
is false. I came to SLUH because of academics.”
Smith is well aware that
aquatic sports have a smaller
black population than sports
like football and basketball,
but he is tired of being seen
as an oddity.
“I hear jokes in the locker room about black people
not being able to swim and
just hear jokes in general
about being black,” said
Smith. “I’m always getting
asked if people can touch my
hair because they wonder
how black hair feels when
wet. These subtle actions are
things that make you constantly aware of your race
and can make any minority
feel unwelcomed.”
To make things worse,
it’s not always just the athletes who treat him this way.
“I have even had officials
at swim meets ask me if I was
in the right place because he
didn’t expect a black kid to be
swimming,” said Smith. “The
constant stares when walking
into a locker room or swim
meet are also subtle things
that happen. Feeling like I
represent all black people

when I swim or do sports is
always something that has
given me anxiety.”
Implicit bias, or “the attitudes or stereotypes that
affect our understanding,
actions, and decisions in an
unconscious manner,” according to the Ohio State
Kirwan Institute for the
Study of Race and Ethnicity,
is the source of these types of
problems.
Often though, these interactions fly under the radar, and the issue often does
not receive the attention that
it deserves.
“I’ve seen (implicit bias)
mentioned in essays in African American Voices, but
I wouldn’t say I’ve had students come up to me saying ‘we need to address this
now,’” said Director of Equity
and Inclusion Frank Kovarik.
“I think it’s indicative of the
attitudes and the vibe that
(black students) get as they
go through their lives here
and in our society.”
Smith and Stevenson
have discovered that the best
way to deal with these problems is to invite civil conversation.
“My initial reaction is
to always stay calm and controlled, and let the person
know that I do not appreciate what they said or did to
me,” said Smith. “If you respond with hate and anger
and don’t actually teach the
person why the behavior is
wrong, nothing will change.”
“I don’t want to react.
I feel like it doesn’t help to
just get mad,” said Stevenson.
“My response is usually like
‘what do you mean by that?’

because they may not be very
aware of the things that they
are saying.”
When it comes to dealing with ignorant opponents
during play, Stevenson and
Smith’s solution is to make
themselves dominant on the
field and in the pool.
“In a game-time situation, I know I can hurt
(them). Between the whistle
is where I get my revenge,”
said Stevenson. “It’s hard because the coaches will point
(ignorant comments) out,
but the refs won’t do anything, so I get back at them
between the whistles, so I
don’t get kicked out of the
game, and I can still compete
and show them that I’m not
anything that they think I
am, but that I am myself.”
“I have been swimming
at predominantly white pools
since I was 6 years old, and I
am very numb to things that
happen now,” said Smith. “I
just prove them wrong once
I get into the pool. There’s no
reason to get mad and have
an outburst because that only
helps prove that the person is
right.”
Though the hope of
eliminating implicit bias for
athletes can sometimes seem
thin, measures can be taken
to start trying to make an
impact.
“It’s funny. I was looking at this series about white
privilege. You talk about
combating racism and combating white privilege, and
the main thing that needs
to happen is our white students have to be allies. A
lot of their train of thought
is ‘so what this school is not

supposed to be about,’” said
head basketball coach Erwin
Claggett. “I don’t think we
can count on just our black
students who try to voice
some of these things that are
happening; I think it is more
important that our white students actually have a say in it.
I think that’s when you have
some good in, that’s when
things are starting to change,
that mentality is starting to
change.”
“The major thing we
can do as a society is calling people out when they
have wronged someone,” said
Smith. “If people continue
to let racial injustices happen, then we will never see
change.”
“The more kids get to
know each other, the more
they recognize some of those
implicit biases that they have
and those perceptions that
they have of students of color
that are here,” said Claggett.
“The more conversation they
have, the more they get to
see of that person so they see
more than just an athlete.”
Stevenson agrees.
“We like to drop facts
every now and then to people to show them that we’re
more than just ball players,”
said Stevenson. “We’re smart
too. We get good grades too.
We’re all the same. If we cut
each other open right now
we all bleed the same. I guess
the place to start making
more opportunities to connect with the people that are
outside of your religion and
ethnicity and taking it from
there.”

National Merit Semifinalists
Ben Andrews
Fitz Cain
Matt Friedrichs
Chris Hartung

Brian Jakubik
Peter Kutz
Gabe Mills

Tommy Phillips
Thomas Reilly
Nick Vacca
Noah Vanous
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Wave your flag! STUCO excited for Food Drive achieves goal by over
7,000 points
upcoming Spirit Week
(continued from page 1)

On Thursday, the theme
for the day will be a classic:
Jersey Day. Sticking with the
sports theme, the activity for
the day will be “Fun in the
Field House.” Activities such
as shinny hockey and bashball
will be available for anyone to
participate in during activity
period.
Wrapping it up on Friday, the theme will be 2019
Spirit Week merchandise.
The merchandise this year
is focused around the flag of
St. Louis, and the online store
will close Thursday night.
Mueller is glad that the
city flag is incorporated into
this year’s apparel.
“I’m excited that SLUH
gets to represent the city of
Saint Louis again, especially
after the pilgrimage last year,”
said Mueller.
On Friday, there will be
Fall Fest. Formerly an event
just for after school, Fall Fest
will now be incorporated into
the school day all the way until the football game against
CBC at 7:00. A mandatory
pep rally, led by the Blue Crew
and StuCo spirit leaders, will
take place during activity period in the Field House. After school, there will be an
“Ultimate Tailgate,” which
will include food trucks, yard
games, and live music outside
SLUH until the start of the
football game.
“We hope there will be
a really good incentive for
people to stay around from
the end of the school day all
the way through the football
game so we can have a lot of
people in the stands,” But-

ler said. “When CBC comes
to Oakland Ave, we have to
have a strong fan presence,
and mainly we want people
to have fun with their friends
during Spirit Week.”
Mueller hopes that
throughout the week, SLUH
shows off its spirit in a faithbased way, not just in pride
for the school.
“Mother Teresa said that
the first sign of love is a smile,
so I hope that throughout the
week our guys can show the

school what a smile can do.
On Monday, our StuCo guys
will be giving free rides up to
school on golf carts, so with
that I hope we make people
feel welcome on a Monday,
which is very important,” said
Mueller. “Another sign of this
is the camaraderie during the
student vs teacher basketball
game. The pep rally will also
begin with a prayer, which is
really big as a school to put
that sign of faith first.”

Junior Evan Carroll sorting food items in the Old Cafeteria yesterday.

(continued from page 1)
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What’s this thing?

and because of that they prioritized money donations.
“This year we had a lot
more food than we typically
have on hand, so what we
did was try to incentivize the
money this year to try to get
more donations since we had
a lot of food already,” said
Deves. “We made each dollar
two points and each can one
point. We do have less food
items this year than we typically do, and more money this
year, so in a sense it worked.”
“It was different this year
having it be in the fall and not
the spring. A lot of the focus
for this drive was money and
not cans,” said Senior Class
Council member Kristian
Malinich. “For my homeroom
at least a lot more money
came in because we were encouraging them.”
All the benefits brought
in for the Food Drive will be
directly used by SLUH students to serve programs—

Freshman Service at Garfield
Place and the monthly program at Sts. Peter and Paul
Homeless Shelter, where science teacher Kathy Chott and
several students prepare and
serve a meal for the residents.
“Every single person at
this school has been through
freshman service so every
single person has directly met
the people we benefit at least
once,” said Deves.
According to Deves, the
donations increased each day

photo | John Hilker

of the drive.
“They’ve brought it and
it’s brought the energy up a
bit these last couple days,”
said Deves. “I’ve really just
been enjoying hearing from
the students and seeing their
work with it and how passionate they are.”
Yesterday, many students
stayed up after school to help
sort the food donations and
move them into two closets in
the Campus Ministry office.

Food Drive by the Numbers
The SLUH community brought in 1,389 food
items and $9,286, a total of 19,961 points.
Freshman homeroom M109 lead all homerooms with 1,068 points, and the freshman
class lead all classes with 6,200 points.
Campus Ministry’s goal of 12,000 points was
surpassed by 7,961 points.

Dr. Jason Purnell, ’95, tapped to
lead new board committee
(continued from page 1)
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This strange painting, found in the far corner of the band room, may
seem like nothing more
than a goofy print; but in
reality, it is a piece of history, rumored to be worth
“thousands of dollars.”
The painting was supposedly donated to St. Louis U

High the late 90s, however, it
was lost for years until band
director Jeff Pottinger found
it behind a foam mattress
pad, being used for noise insulation. The painting itself
depicts concept art for “Big
Al” a member of Disney’s
infamous animatronic music
show, “Country Bear Jambo-

ree.” While the painting’s
true origins and whether or
not the painting is actually
worth thousands will likely
remain a mystery, Big Al
will continue to stare over
the band room, plucking
his guitar for years to come.
—compiled by Harrison Petty

the upper echelon of institutional bureaucracy.
“Having a committee at
the level of the board of trustees sends the message that
these issues and areas of concern reach the top of the organizational leadership of St.
Louis U. High,” said Purnell.
The committee is still in
the formation phase and has
met once. At the first meeting, the committee discussed
using whatever resources they
can to better serve the student
body. They plan to meet quarterly.
“I think (the committee
will) lead to more coordinated, consistent, and long term
practices and policies at the
school that make this a more
welcoming, inclusive, and equitable place where students
can thrive,” said Kovarik.
Many on the committee
are excited to work under the
leadership of Purnell.

“I’ve been a long time
admirer of (Purnell’s) work.
He’s a phenomenal person.
To have him leading the committee just makes me feel really proud to be a part of it,”
said committee member and
Spanish teacher Kate Toussaint.
“(Purnell is) awesome.
First of all it’s genuine, the fact
that he’s a graduate here. He
sees all the great things that
we all have come to know as
what makes SLUH special. At
the same time, he sees a lot of
things that need to be worked
on as well,” said committee
member and history teacher
Erwin Claggett.
Kovarik, who went to
school with Purnell, also recognizes his expertise in the
area of equity and inclusion.
“I’ve known (Purnell)
since I was a student here at
SLUH. I’m just thrilled that
he’s the chair for this committee,” Kovarik said. “He’s just

incredibly learned in terms of
racial equity in the St. Louis
region, he’s very good at leading groups. I think he’ll bring
the appropriate level of intellectual rigor and thoughtfulness for this project.”
While the mission of the
Equity and Inclusion Committee is formalized in their
mission statement, the central premise of their work is
already in front of them—
making SLUH as welcoming
and inclusive as possible.
“We’re just starting to
understand the idea that diversity adds so much richness,
but you can’t just increase diversity numbers and not take
care of those students. I think
it’s important for SLUH to understand that we need diversity to thrive,” said Toussaint.
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SLUHSERS: EPISODE 4

Across
1 Misery and grief
4 Metric measure on a cereal box
9 Computer port for a thumb drive
12 Mean not to miss
13 Like the United Automobile Workers
14 A few lines on an Instagram profile
15 A mixture of patriotism and school
pride*
17 They get that bread on a daily*
19 East Tennessee State University, in their
URL
20 Roman goddess who loved Cheerios
21 Capital of Norway
23 ___ out a win (barely succeed)
24 Home of famous Russian writer Leonid
Andreyev
25 Where you might find the epilogue
27 Grabs the tab
31 3-Letter code for Reagan International
32 Appendage that you might shake or pull
33 New, or a character from the Matrix
34 His neighbors are barons and viscounts
36 The Holy ___ (papal title)
37 What the words “satell-” and “stalact-”
may be missing
38 One of our evolutionary ancestors
40 It could be “metric” or “absolute”
41 You might walk through one to enter a
room(2 words)
44 Part of a lemon peel
46 Lebron’s work attire*
48 Be there*
52 American Urological Association, abb.
53 It might follow land or sea in a word
55 “Sorta” suffix
56 Very big shirt size
57 What Grover Underwood is in the Percy
Jackson novels
58 “Z,” as the Boris Johnson might say it
Down
1 Used to be
2 What Venezuela is a major producer of
3 Australian avian that won a war
4 Exuberant energy
5 Genetic molecules that have G, U, A, and
C bases
6 Sentient computer
7 Like a zombie or creeper in Minecraft
8 What you might grab at midnight
9 Competitor of Lyft
10 “Your majesty” alternative
11 Head hancho
16 Setting of Dante’s Inferno
18 ___ your head up!

PN Crossword

21 Killer whale by another name
22 Singe, to a chef
23 How close Lady Gaga was to glory
24 Lyrical poetry of praise
25 Otherwise, or “Lee’s” confused
26 “We are the knights who say ___”
28 One who hasn’t gone pro
29 Viral exclamation of excitement and
approval
30 Last message from a sinking vessel
35 Neighbor of Vietnam
37 Beginning of SLUH’s last musical

39 Journalists (they may be associated)
40 ‘DJ Got Us Fallin in Love’ singer
41 Hero who fought besides Achilles in
the Trojan War
42 Cinq minus trois?
43 Non-written exam
45 Athletic equivalent of the Oscars
47 One consonant short of the Village
People’s disco classic
49 Sorcerer, briefly
50 What’s the __? (it’s futile)
51 Doctor who’s not an MD?

crossword | Matt Friedrichs

54 Night ___ the Museum (Ben Stiller
flick)
*Indicates a Spirit Week Theme

PN
Volume LXXXIII, Issue VI

“If nothing else, value the truth”

Sports
September 28, 2017

Cross country teams impress at FPXC; take
home top five spot for each team

Mitchell Booher and
Peter LaBarge
REPORTERS

L

ong before the sun had risen last Saturday morning,
cross country head coach Joe
Porter roamed the Forest Park
Cross Country Festival course
with a headlamp on, making
final preparations for the day
ahead. Seven hours later, the
XC Bills lined up on that same
course, but they were there to
race. And race they did, taking
third place in varsity, fifth in JV,
and third in the freshman race.
The extremely competitive Festival featured over 300 teams
and over 3,000 runners from
across 11 states.
The 14th annual Forest
Park Cross Country Festival
was a success not only because
of the strong races from the Jr.
Billikens, but also because of
how smoothly the meet went
for host SLUH. From the first
open 5K to the last middle
school 3K, every race ran on
time, and this year’s festival was
not marked by cold, heavy rains
and mudslides on downhills,
just a sunny sky and a warm 80
degree temperature. Porter, who
along with the assistant coaches
spent 31 hours cutting grass,
lining courses, filling holes with
mulch, and driving spikes into
the ground, could not have been
happier with the outcome.
“Saturday was a resounding success. In the end, the meet
is a fundraiser and all that work
gets put back into the team in
what we are able to do,” said
Porter.
As for the team specifically,
well, the runners came to work.
First up, the top seven raced in
the Green varsity division (the
fastest and most competitive of
the day), and out of the 25 fastest teams at the meet, SLUH
missed out on first place by just
two points, finishing third after losing the second place tiebreaker.
Starting from the gun,
the entire team jumped to the
near front, and through one
mile, just 18 seconds separated
seniors Lucas Rackers and Peter Dillon (the team’s first and
seventh runners), with Rackers
and senior Noah Scott staying
right in the middle of the lead
pack of eight.
Even through two miles,
the front portion of the race was
littered with fleur de lis as the
ever-present one to five gap was
a mere 35 seconds, with Rackers
still inside the top ten at seventh
and Scott not far behind at tenth
as they came up planetarium
hill.
In the last 1400 meters of
the race, though, the heat got
to Rackers, who dropped back
in the medalists, but Scott (8th,
16:35) moved through and
closed to carry the torch as the
first scorer for the day, while
Rackers (22nd, 16:56) still had
a strong showing to medal and
grab another low score for the
team.
“Finishing order isn’t really

important,” said Scott. “When
some guys aren’t having a day,
another guy will always step up.
I was really impressed with how
how everybody competed at every level even though the conditions were not necessarily ideal.”
Next across the line were
senior Adam Mittendorf (34th,
17:10) and sophomore Grant
Brawley (36th, 17:10), who ran
a particularly strong race to
catch Mittendorf and motivate
him to kick at the very end. The
two crossed within tenths of a
second of each other.
“(Grant) really pushed me
finish strong,” said Mittendorf.
“He woke me up and kept me
moving through the line.”
Junior Daniel Hogan
(47th, 17:18) pushed himself to
the finish not even ten seconds
later to close the scoring five’s
gap to only 43 seconds. Dillon
(68th, 17:51) sprinted to the
finish, throwing up as he came
down the straight away half a
minute later as what would turn
out to be the crucial sixth man.
“I knew I had to keep

event of a tie, the sixth runner’s
place is added to the scoring
five, and the lowest combined
score wins the tiebreaker. Both
SLUH and Neuqua Valley had
a score of 142, but, sadly, the
tie went to the Wildcats as their
sixth man (45th, 17:18) beat out
Dillon to take the silver. It was
a race of tenths of seconds, and
this time, the Jr. Bills just barely
lost out, though according to
Porter, that does not faze them
one bit.
“I’ve never cared where
we’re placing on week two,”
said Porter. “Some of these
teams have raced four or five
times, we’re just getting into our
rhythm. Being the fastest team
in the state in September doesn’t
raise banners. It’s the November
races that I’m thinking about.”
In the JV race, a team
marred with injuries and missing guys, stepped up and proved
its depth. One notable addition
to the roster was the return of
senior Joe Callahan, who that
morning decided he was ready
to race.

SLUH runners at starting line of FPXC

pushing through for the team as
I came through the finish. I felt
like I was going to be sick but I
knew I had to keep going,” said
Dillon. “Porter emphasized that
we should take risks so that we
do not have any regrets from the
race, and that is what I went out
there and did.”
Junior Hayden Zenor
(75th, 17:57) finished soon after
Dillon to close out the race for
the Jr. Bills. After that, all they
could do was wait.
And wait they did, as it
took nearly half an hour for final results to be loaded online
by Big River Race Management. This delay was due to an
extremely close podium. As it
turned out, Liberty, a Class 4
rival out of Kansas City, had
taken the race out from under
SLUH by a two-point razorthin margin, one that could
only be beaten by the battle for
second.
Similar to last year’s battle
for second, which ended in a
one-point victory over Rockhurst, SLUH was in the fight,
but this time it was a tie between
the Jr. Bills and the Wildcats of
defending FPXC champion
Neuqua Valley, an Illinois powerhouse.
In cross country, in the

photo | Mrs. Kathy Chott

“Coach Porter told me,
‘You better be smiling or I’m
pulling you off,’ so knowing
I could stop if I needed to, I
felt very comfortable trying to
race.”
He joined a sophomore
duo that has consistently been
side by side, Justin “Shake”
Glass and Baker “Bake” Pashea.
The trio went out fast and
strong, with all three running a
5:29 first mile to position themselves in the top 20 of the race.
Pashea and Callahan continued
to run hip to hip for the whole
race, with Glass close behind.
In the end Pashea (19th, 18:16)
out-kicked Callahan (23rd,
18:23) in the last 800, and Glass
(37th, 18:49) pushed through
the heat to finish just outside of
a medal.
“Even though I didn’t have
the best of days with the conditions, I continued to get better
and challenge myself in the
race, so that I can gain more
experience and have my best
races at the end of the season,”
said Glass.
Similar to the varsity, JV
faced tough competition from
Neuqua Valley and Liberty,
in addition to two deep Rock
Bridge and Rockhurst teams.
With freshman Wyatt Seal run-

ning the 3K later that day and
senior Mitchell Booher out with
a foot injury, the depth of this
squad showed. Senior Sirius
Song (44th, 19:03) stepped up
to score fourth for SLUH, even
negative splitting his last mile
to gain extra places, and sophomore Joe LaBarge (51st, 19:08)
closed out the scoring five.
“As a senior in the JV
race I just tried to move up
throughout the race and push
the younger guys on the team
as much as I could, especially
towards the end,” said Song.
“And I think I did better than I
thought I would in this regard.”
A strong effort in the
tough Green division earned
the team fifth place of 18 teams,
an improvement on last year’s
sixth.
Last on the docket for
the day was the freshman 3K,
and the rookies ran a stellar
team race, as the first four were
within a second of each other at
the line and the fifth man was
not far off. Carter Lowe (12th,
11:08), Wyatt Seal (13th, 11:08),
Tim Greiner (14th, 11:09), and
Nolan Meara (15th, 11:09)
all finished in a race between
each other, and Will Riggin
(20, 11:22) finalized a 74 point
score. Sixth man Nick Purschki
(28th,11:32) rounded out the
medalists for the C team.
In team scores, Neuqua
Valley once again reigned over
the Jr. Bills, but it was Kickapoo
who dominated to take home
the win.
Though the team did not
have the resounding success it
hoped to have in the meet, the
performances showed many
promising signs and reiterated the importance of being
the best team in November. A
strong race from the freshmen
proved the potential that the Jr.
Bills have and strong performances in the JV race despite
injuries proved the depth the Jr.
Bills have as well.
The Jr. Bills look to continue to improve and test their
work on the course this Saturday at the Paul Enke Invitational
at Sioux Passage. Because some
of the top runners will be making the trip to Chicago for the
Palatine Invitational the following weekend, varsity runners
will be held out this weekend
from the meet, hoping to keep
them fresh for Palatine. Instead,
SLUH will run a V2, where the
top JV runners will step into the
varsity spotlight.
The V2, JV, and freshman
runners will battle on what is
one of the most difficult courses in Missouri, known for its
treacherous hills such as Man
Maker, Confidence Breaker,
and Rollercoaster. Just as the Jr.
Bills have their eyes up to the
top of the hills this weekend,
the team looks forward to the
middle season of meets where
there fitness and work will begin to show.

Football unable to
respond to De Smet’s
offensive firepower;
falls
to 1-2
Blake Obert and Luke a bad stretch with injuries
BY

Altier

SPORTS EDITOR, STAFF

H

aving already lost to a
tough team in Ladue,
SLUH’s schedule is continuing to get tougher, and
they expect to play a top
team in the country in CBC
in the coming weeks. Last
week held to this theme, as
they played against a powerhouse in De Smet Jesuit.
The game ended with an
injury-plagued SLUH team
scoring once in a 49-7 loss.
But, even though SLUH lost
to De Smet by quite a bit,
they still fought through
each quarter and stuck together, never giving in.
After the opening kickoff went out of bounds, De
Smet started the game on
the 40-yard line, and the
Spartans were stopped after
a fourth and nine situation.
But, De Smet completed
a 33-yard yard pass, and
scored a few plays later to
go up 7-0.
The Jr. Bills responded
by going three and out. On
their next possession, De
Smet converted another
third down, and sent a deep
pass for a 50-yard touchdown.
De Smet clearly had the
advantage on offense. Their
starting receivers, who included Notre Dame commit
Jordan Johnson, continually
tore up SLUH’s struggling
DBs, who are replacements
for starters senior Tae Wiley and sophomore Chris
Brooks. It wasn’t just those
two who were missing Friday as sophomore standout
Ike Thompson was home
sick.
“Injuries were obviously tough. A couple of our
top receivers were out,” said
offensive lineman Joey Lansing. “Chris Brooks has had

Dashiell Wuller vs. De Smet

and he’ll be out for the season, while Ike has just been
fighting some bugs and he’ll
be back next week.”
De
Smet’s
offense
went on to score four more
touchdowns in the first half
for a 42-0 lead heading into
the locker room. One bright
spot was that the Jr. Bills
only turned the ball over
once, off an interception at
the end of the second quarter.
The game slowed down
in the second half, as the
SLUH defense put up a
fight, frequently stopping
De Smet on third down.
“I thought that our
defense they played well
against the run. We gave up
one big run at the end of the
game and for the most part
we had a bunch of tackles at
the line of scrimmage and
for loss,” said head coach
Mike Jones.
However, De Smet’s
great run defense neutralized SLUH on must-convert
third down situations.
“We have to give De
Smet credit, they have a
very good defense,” said
Jones. “They were able to
get us off the field and we
weren’t able to convert on
third down. They stopped
us on every third down until the fourth quarter. They
did a heck of a job, and we
have to do a better job of executing.”
The Jr. Bills finally got
on the board in the fourth
quarter; senior quarterback
Brendan Hannah completed a pass to tight end Luke
Schuermann. The score was
49-7.
SLUH’s football team
knew coming in this would
be a tough game, but didn’t
expect to be blown out like
they were. While the loss

continued on page 7
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T

he past few years of the
Marquette Relays meet
have been full of highs and lows
for St. Louis U. High Swim and
Dive, but this past Saturday
marked a new peak in the team’s
history at the meet as they
walked away champions for the
second year in a row, breaking
two meet records in the process. 		 In 2016, when the
current seniors were freshmen,
the AquaBills won Marquette
Relays for the first time, but in
2017, a much better SLUH team
ended up tying for second at the
meet, the same position they
would place at the much more
competitive state meet. The sour
taste of two late, questionable
disqualifications that erased the
team’s large lead with just two
races remaining propelled the
Junior Bills to take back victory
in 2018. The 2019 SwimBills still
used the 2017 disaster as motivation for another team victory.
And it worked once again.
The dive team once again
opened up the meet for the
Jr. Bills with electric performances. At the Marquette Relays, the dive score combines
the three individual scores of a
team’s divers. Sophomore Sebastian Lawrence, senior Max
Manalang, and senior captain
Gabe Manalang captured the
second, third, and fourth best
individual scores respectively,

finishing only behind CBC’s
David Burke for the second
weekend in a row. The effort was
good enough to win the diving
‘relay’ handily.
“Since the inception of
Marquette Relays it has been a
goal of mine to place as best as
we can,” said head dive coach
Brendan LeBrun. “I was confident in Gabe, Max, and Sebastian’s ability to score enough
points to win, so I told them to
relax, have fun, and show me
what they got. As far as how I
feel, to put it bluntly, my heart
is full.”
All three of the divers’
scores broke the state meet qualifying threshold, adding Max
Manalang to the state team,
and combined for a lethal score
combination of 744.40 points.
“I was really nervous after
the meet because I didn’t know
if I had qualified for state,” said
Max Manalang. “As it turns
out, I beat the cutoff by over 10
points. I was relieved more than
anything.”
The trio’s combined score
was over 150 points better than
its nearest competitor, CBC, and
broke the meet record set back
in 2002 by an astounding 46
points.
“The goal of (diving)
coaches is to get their competitors qualified as soon as possible
because there are certain qualifications that can limit a diver’s
ability to score more points,”
said LeBrun. “Now that they are

qualified, we can work on pushing their degree of difficulty and
pushing their top score. While
we were focused last year on just
making the cut, I think we are
now looking to show what we
are really capable of.”
Starting with a lead from
the remarkable dive team performance, the Jr. Bills rode the
wave to open the meet with
two more winning relays, the
200 freestyle relay of senior
captain Andrew Zimmerman,
junior Eli Butters, sophomore

ing Parkway Central to win in
6:22.55.
After winning three out of
the first five relays, the Jr. Bills
still found themselves wanting
more, and the 400 freestyle relay
team of Hostetler, Butters, Zimmerman, and Scharff wanted to
make a statement.
With splits of 50.06, 48.42,
49.49, and 47.43, the squad
touched first easily in 3:15.40,
besting second place John
Burroughs by 10 seconds and
breaking the meet record that

Jonas Hostetler, and freshman
Jason Cabra touched the wall
at 1:30.50, about three seconds
ahead of its nearest competitor,
and the 3x200 IM relay of senior
Evan Lu, sophomore standout
Cooper Scharff, and freshman
Gavin Baldes outraced a charg-

had stood since 2000, previously a 3:16.27
After that, the levees could
not hold back the team’s wave of
domination. The 3x100 fly team
of Baldes, Hostetler, and Josh
Brown snatched first in 2:51.30,
the next two relays both took

despite the early opportunity.
“I thought we played
good against Webster,” said
O’Connell. “But we couldn’t
generate much danger within
their third.”
This caused SLUH to get
desperate and start pushing
their defenders up towards
the box. When a bounce went
the opposite direction, Webster jumped all over it. Their
odd-man rush on the counterattack turned into a goal to ice
the game at 2-0.
“We just had to put every-

shot to make the game a 2-0
lead for SLUH. Goalie Peter
Herrmann came up with some
big stops before the half, including two on breakaways, to
help SLUH maintain a 2-0 lead
at the half.
“During the last half of the
Webster game we changed our
formations,” said Murphy. “On
Friday we used that changed
formation so we could dominate the middle and make
those good connections.”
SLUH did dominate the
middle in the second half

nament, SLUH faced their host
and MCC rival CBC on Tuesday. CBC came into the game
ranked No. 11 in the state by
MaxPreps.com; SLUH was
ranked No. 78 after their tough
non-district game to Webster
Groves.
“There was this sort of energy that everybody had,” said
senior Amar Mujezinovic. “We
knew what we had to do. We
had a good practice and coach
thinks we can win the tournament. We all know we can. It is
just a matter of going out and

art | Bob DeVoll

third, and the 200 medley relay
team of Scharff, senior Evan
Lu, Butters, and Zimmerman
out-touched Parkway West in
1:43.01 to close the meet with
the team’s sixth win out of just
ten events. SLUH won by 74
points over second place Parkway West and now is ranked
first in the state by wide margins
in the 200 and 400 freestyle relays.
“I like to tell the guys not
to expect anything and that they
have to earn something, but
we kind of ran away with (the
meet),” said head coach Lindsey
Ehret. “Domination is spelled is
S-L-U-H.”
On Tuesday, the swim
team faced off against the CBC
Cadets, their main MCC rival
and usually one of the tougher
opponents that SLUH faces
during the season. With that
in mind, many of the swimmers thought this would be the
toughest and closest meet of the
year.
“I felt that (the meet) was
going to be a little difficult,” said
Hostetler. “CBC is a great team,
but I feel like with the amount
of freshman on varsity and how
well our season has been, I felt
that we did a great job.”
The 50 freestyle was the
one shining event in the first
half of the meet. SLUH snagged
the top three spots, and Zimmerman qualified for state in
his first individual event of the
year with a time of 22.79, the

Soccer bounces back after loss to Webster Groves; secures
two statement wins against CBC and Helias
Jimmy Stanley and
Michael Trower

SPORTS EDITOR, REPORTER

S

t. Louis U. High’s soccer
team continues to impress
and show flashes of brilliance.
After a close 2-0 defeat against
Webster on Thursday, the Jr.
Bills crushed Helias (Jefferson City) 5-0 on Friday, then
reached a climax on Tuesday
when they scored three goals
within 15 minutes of each
other against CBC to improve
their record to a solid 5-3.
Looking to ride their
momentum from a 4-0 win
against Gibault two days prior,
The Jr. Bills hoped to limit the
use of Webster’s skilled target
striker. The Jr. Bills defense did
their best to keep him away
from the action, but he quickly
wreaked havoc as he scored on
a defensive error to make the
game 1-0.
“It was a dumb mistake
by me,” said captain Ethan Joly.
”I’ve got to be better, and I will
be better.”
Head
coach
Bob
O’Connell wasn’t too concerned as the team started to
pass the ball much better and
control the majority of possession. Nothing came out of
it, however, and the game remained a 1-0 lead for Webster
going into halftime.
The second half started
off very promising for the Bills
as forward Maks Juric struck
the crossbar within minutes
from a shot outside of the 18.
Unfortunately that early push
dissolved as Webster’s defense
remained sturdy. Time started
winding down quickly and
SLUH couldn’t seem to generate any prime scoring chances

Senior Ethan Joly (left) against Webster Groves.

thing to the side from the Webster game,” said junior Tilahun
Murphy. “We just had to move
on from it, and we had to prepare for our (next) big game.”
Against Helias in Jefferson City. SLUH immediately
shook off their scoring woes
when junior Jacob Hammond
buried a cross five minutes in
for his first goal of the year.
Sophomore Evan Yalavarthi
added to the fun with an easy

when sophomore Tyler Van
Bree struck his first tally of the
season to make the score 3-0,
the second first goal of the day.
Senior Fetra Randrianasolo
ended up scoring twice within
the final five minutes to secure
the 5-0 victory.
SLUH had regained their
confidence and was ready to
go into the CBC Tournament
ready to turn some heads.
To kick off the CBC Tour-
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playing our game.”
CBC controlled in all aspects of the game except for
their striking ability; seniors
John Marshall and Ethan Joly
shut down CBC’s strikers, who
had numerous chances to finish.
The few chances SLUH
did get, though, they capitalized on. Fifteen minutes into
the first half, Yalavarthi scored
a one-timer of a bouncing re-

bound, volleying the ball into
the top left corner of the goal
from 25 yards out.
Just five minutes later,
senior Ryan Klostermann
crossed a beautiful ball to Juric, who headed the ball to the
far side of the net for a 2-0 lead.
“I just sprinted towards
the ball hoping I could at
least save it from going out of
bounds,” said Klostermann of
his assist. “I made the cross
and Juric made a great play
with his head to sneak it past
the goalie.”
The momentum changed
and chances kept coming for
SLUH. Sophomore Harrison
Beardsley scored on a tap-in
from inside the box just a few
minutes later. SLUH held their
lead into the half.
“It felt good. We knew
there was still 40 minutes to
be played. We knew we had to
keep the shutout,” said Mujezinovic. You always have to be
cautious about that, but knowing how we were playing and
seeing what we were doing on
the field, we knew what we had
to do.”
The second half featured a
huge defensive stand by senior
goalie Peter Herrmann, but
with the three goal lead there
was margin for error. The defense held up through the rest
of the game and Herrmann
recorded his fourth shutout of
the year.
“I’m really happy for these
kids. The last year we’ve had
tough results and it’s good to
finally have a dominant result
like this one,” said O’Connell.
“We do have the pieces to be
a great team, but this type of
game has to be the norm.”

exact state cut.
“I was mainly laughing
in spite of myself because I got
the time by the smallest margin
possible,” said Zimmerman.
“But it did feel really great to get
the cut the next chance I got after being just 0.02 off at our last
dual meet.”
With few other big swims
in the first half, SLUH was only
leading CBC by 14 at the break.
It appeared that the meet would
be close to the very end, but after SLUH went 1-2-3 in the 100
freestyle, Eli Butters adding his
second individual state cut of
the season, and great back half
of the meet, SLUH earned a
substantial victory over CBC,
13-57.
Almost halfway through
the season, the swim team is
looking towards a busy next
week with a dual meet against
De Smet on Friday, a tri-meet
against Oakville and Parkway
West on Tuesday, and the annual midseason test of the COMO
Invitational at Mizzou Natatorium a week from Saturday.
“It’s a grind; things are getting tougher,” said Ehret. “No
pain, no gain.”
“SLUH Swim and Dive
bit through the competition at
Marquette Relays and CBC like
ancient megalodon chomped
through their prey,” said Zimmerman. “Now, we are back on
the prowl, searching for another
meal.”

Football
looks to
rebound
against
Jeff City
tonight
(continued from page 6)

wasn’t a great sight for the
players, coaches, and fans,
the players are using it as a
motivation tool for the upcoming game against Jeff
City.
“I’d say we definitely
have a chip on our shoulder,” said Lansing. “Even
though the scoreboard was
pretty bad, we still came out
and scored one for a morale
boost.”
Their main focus going away for a night game
to Jeff City High School
tonight will be working on
defensive adjustments, and
putting the De Smet loss behind them.
“We are trying to do
small things. We have to
match coverage with pressure. When we’re playing
zone we have to be playing
our depth and our drops.
When we missed tackles on
third down that really hurt
us. You know when we have
the opportunity to make
a play, we have to make a
play,” said Jones. “I think
something that shows our
character is that we didn’t
give up. A lot of teams will
give up when they’re down
by 30 or so. We didn’t play
as well as we liked, but we
gotta put it behind us and
get ready for Jeff City.”
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Around the Hallways
Jesuit College Tour
On Monday, the annual
Jesuit College Tour visited
SLUH, where ambassadors
from some of the best Jesuit
colleges in the United States
gathered in the Si Commons
to appear on the radar for
SLUH students. Some of these
schools include Regis, Creighton, Xavier, Loyola-Chicago,
etc. This provides an opportunity mostly for juniors and
sophomores to be exposed to
the college search for the first
time. Each college had a pamphlet that contains the basic
information about the school
and certain sites that would
appeal.
Shadow Training
Freshmen who applied
and were accepted for the new
Shadow @SLUH program,
underwent a training session
led by the admissions team
in room M104 on Thursday, Sept. 12. They walked
through the ideal homeroomto lunch shadow day. Also,

because this is the first leadership opportunity for many
of the freshmen, the group
engaged in communication
training. Assistant Director of
Admissions Jennifer Thomas
emphasized that the freshmen make the experience as
natural as possible, while still
ensuring that the shadows feel
informed and comfortable in their Senior Project process
an environment that, to them, Tuesday in the chapel during
will seem unfamiliar.
Activity Period. The meeting
began with a prayer from Mr.
NIE Evening with the Jesuits Dan Becvar and followed by
Last Friday, a group of a speech from Mr. Sigmund
St. Louis U. High students Gusdorf, SLUH class of 2015
ventured to De Smet to eat a and a current ASC at SLUH,
pizza dinner with Jesuits from about his experience with the
both schools. The group heard senior project. He said it reabout the Jesuit lifestyle and ally was an experience that
looked at the public percep- changed his life and awaktion of the order in our ever- ened his inner desire to do
changing modern society. Af- service for others as both a
ter the discussion ended, the responsibility and a privilege.
students and Jesuits cheered He stressed that working tireon their respective teams at lessly for these people takes a
the rivalry football game.
toll on him, especially working with people that don’t
Senior Project Meeting
have the ability to commuThe seniors kicked off nicate what they’re thinking.

Thursday September 19

Mrs. Simonie Anzalone followed taking the senior class
through the rigorous process
of signing up for a project site.
The major deadline of signing
up for the site is Oct. 2, where
your interview with the site
supervisor has to be scheduled as well. During quarter
exams, seniors will have time
to visit the specific sites.
—Michael Trower and Victor
Stefanescu

Art Retreat
AP
Junior English Extra Credit
Shadow @ SLUH Host Training
Indiana University at Bloomington
Butler University
University of Illinois at Urbana—Champaign
High Point University
University of Mississippi
Snack—Mozzarella Cheesesticks
Lunch Special—Papa John’s Pizza
Vegetarian—Black Bean Burger
Missouri University of Science and Technology
Illinois College
University of Arkansas
Benedictine College
3:00PMFreshman Service at Garfield Place
4:00PM JV Soccer vs CBC
5:00PM Varsity Soccer/@CBC Tournament
5:00PM Sports Alumni Gathering—Tentative

Friday September 20

No Classes
Bi-Weekly Grade Update
Art Retreat
4:00PM Swimming and Diving Vs De Smet Jesuit
5:00PM Reunion Weekend for: ‘59, ‘64, ‘74, ‘79, ‘84, ‘89,
‘94, ‘99, and ‘04
5:30PM B—Team Soccer vs MICDS
7:00PM Varsity Football @Jefferson City
7:00PM C-Team Soccer vs MICDS

Saturday September 21
9:00AM Cross Country/Paul Enke Invitational (V2, JV, C)
5:00PM Varsity Soccer/@CBC Tournament (Vianney)

Manager Spotlight: Andrew Baumer, Varsity Soccer

Sunday September 22
3:00PM Jesuit Jubilee Mass

Favorite sport to watch:
College football (Go Irish)

Monday September 23

Regular Schedule
Spirit Week
Scholarship Golf Classic
AP
University of Dayton
Snack—Chicken Bites
Lunch Special—Toasted Ravioli
Vegetarian—Spinach Pasta
4:30PM B-Team Football vs Bayless
5:00PM C-Team Soccer vs De Smet Jesuit

Defining role as manager:

Tweeting updates via @
sluhvsoccer, taking stats
Favorite moment as a part of SLUH
soccer:

Stunning CBC 3-0 in last night’s
match

Tuesday September 24

Regular Schedule
Spirit Week
AP
Northern Illinois University
Snack—Chicken Rings
Lunch Special—Taco Bar
Vegetarian—Quesadilla
Yale University
Wesleyan University
4:00PM JV Soccer @ Hillsboro Tournament
4:30PM Swimming and Diving vs Oakville and Lafayette

Favorite part as manager:

Hanging out with friends on
the team

Underclassman Briefs
B Soccer (3-3-1)
9/13-Fort
Zumwalt
West
SLUH		
0 3 3
FZW		
0 0 0
Goals: Jude Fucetola, Will Broun, Caleb
Forthaus
Assists: Ben Ridgway(3)

C Soccer (5-0-2)
9/16-CBC
SLUH
1 1 2
CBC
0 0 0
Goals: Miguel Ituarte,
Keller Anderson

B Football (0-3)
9/16-De Smet
SLUH
0 0 0 0 0
De Smet 7 26 0 7 40

—compiled by Louis Cornett

Wednesday September 25

Regular Schedule
Spirit Week
AP
Snack—Mini Tacos
Lunch Special—Hand-Breaded Chicken Sandwich
Vegetarian—Black Bean Burger
3:00PM Freshman Service at Garfield Place
4:00PM JV Soccer @ Hillsboro Tournament (vs Seckman)
5:30PM Alumni Board Meeting
6:00PM Alumni Mothers’ Club Opening
7:00PM Immersion Trip Information Session

Thursday September 26
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“What’s your walkup song?”

Editor in Chief
Johno “Hawaiian Rollercoaster Ride” Jackson
News Editors
Nicholas “Despicable Me”
Dalaviras
Ben “Fergalicious” Klevorn
Sports Editors
Blake “You Belong With
Me” Obert
Jimmy “Loud and Heavy”
Stanley
Visual Editor
Jackson “Were You There”
DuCharme
Staff
Luke “Sweet Caroline”
Altier

Regular Schedule

Braden “Sweatshirt” Kramer Matt “Vive L’Amore” FriedSam “Happy Birthday”
richs
Tarter
Jack “Baby Shark” Figge
TJ “Gangnam Style” Giunta
Staff Artists
Nick “Fleas on Rats” Koenig
Harrison “Cantina Band”
Peter “Shiny” LaBarge
Petty
Nathan “All Star” Rich
Victor “The Big Day” SteReporters
fanescu
Noah “Table of Plenty”
Roman “El Sonidito” Ortiz
Apprill-Sokol
Joe “ME!” Studt
Mitchell “Blood on the
Michael “Run Through the
Leaves” Booher
Jungle” Trower
Fitz “Vroom Vroom” Cain
Contributing Artists
Nick “Kahoot! Music”
Tommy “Jumping Under
Campbell
Unusual Ladders” Rogan
Louis “Super Bass” Cornett
Bob “Cha Cha Slide” DeVoll Contributing Artists
Carter “National Anthem”
Will “Mii Plaza Music”
Fortman
Blaisdell
Carter “Kahoot! Music”
Michael “La Historia de
Spence
Juan” Gordon

Kyle “Do You Like Waffles?”
McEnery
Nick “Fleas on Rats” Koenig
Contributing Photographer
Miguel “Guns and Ships”
Cadiz
Mrs. Kathy “Paparazzi”
Chott
John “Party Rock Anthem”
Hilker
Jonel “Single Ladies” Olar
Moderator
Mr. Steve “Short People”
Missey

Regular Schedule

Spirit Week
AP
Bradley University
Snack—Bosco Stick
Lunch Special—Papa John’s Pizza
Vegetarian—Grilled Cheese
Murray State University
Rice University
3:00PM Freshman Service at Garfield Place
4:30PM C-Team Soccer vs Bayless (JV)
5:00PM B-Team Soccer @ St. John Vianney
5:30PM AMDG Ignatian Spirituality for Parents
7:00PM Varsity Soccer @ St. John Vianney

Friday September 27

Regular Schedule

Spirit Week
Fall Pep Rally
11:00AM Mix-It-Up Lunch
AP
DePaul University
Snack—Mac & Cheese Bites
Lunch Special—Chicken Bacon Cheese
Vegetarian—Olive Oil Pasta
4:00PM XC/Ed White Invitational (V2, JV, C)
4:00PM Varsity Soccer @ Van Horn
7:00PM Varsity Football vs. CBC

calendar | Carter Fortman

